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Prayer and Meditation  Tuesday 12:45 pm 
East Chapel, room 3033, third floor East 

Tower—please listen for the                              
announcement** 

 
Friday: Jummah Prayer R-114, floor 3.5 

Main Hospital  at 1:15 
 

Sunday Worship 4:00 pm Room 3201, 
Main Chapel third floor, Main Hospital - 
please listen for the announcement** 

 
**Because of staffing limitations leaders 
for these worship opportunities may not 
be available. We OVERHEAD announce 

them 1/2 hour prior to the service. 
 
 

Note the Information Boards and Brochure 
Racks for other information 

H oly Days with no fixed date 
 

Matsu Festival    China/Taiwan    Matsu (Mazu) is a sea goddess in the Taoist tra-
dition, and she is the protector of sailors, fishermen and all people whose lives 
are connected with the sea. As a result, the worship of this goddess is wide-
spread in countries like Taiwan and Vietnam, where so many people live by the 
sea. Her official worship in China dates back to the 12th century. 
 The date for this festival moves from year to year in the Gregorian calen-
dar because it is based on the Chinese calendar, which is a lunar calendar. The 
festival takes place on the twenty-third day of the third month, the "peach-
blossom" month. 
 According to some legends, the 
goddess Matsu was originally a mortal 
woman, named Lim Bek-niu, who lived in 
the tenth century. She came from a family 
of fishermen. One day when her father and 
brothers were out fishing, a typhoon blew 
up. Lim Bek-niu began to pray for her father 
and brothers and fell into a trance. She saw 
her father and brothers and was able to 
reach out to them and hold them up in safety from the water, but when her 
mother tried to wake her from the trance, she dropped her father and he died at 
sea, so that only her brothers returned home safely. She then swam far into the 
ocean in order to try to rescue her father, and her body finally washed ashore on 
one of the Matsu Islands, a set of islands in the Taiwan Straits. In other versions 
of the story, she did not die at sea, but instead she climbed a mountain where 
she was lifted up into the heavens and transformed into a goddess. 
 After her death, people began to revere her memory and her worship as 
a goddess spread throughout Asia and has continued until modern times. Chi-
nese and Vietnamese immigrants to the United States have built Matsu tem-
plates in cities such as San Francisco and Los Angeles.  
 
Yaqui Easter Festival    Ceremonies that begin with the seven weeks of Lent, in-
corporate ancient Yaqui - or Yoeme - beliefs with religion they learned from Jesu-
it priests in the 17th and 18th centuries. 
Elaborate costumes, ancient rituals and colorful flowers in abundance reflect the 
prominence of the Easter season in Yaqui society. 
"The ceremonies at Easter, from Lent, constitute a world-renewal ceremony. It's 
a ceremony in which goodness in the world overcomes evil and purifies the 
world and prepares it for another year," said Nancy Parezo, a professor with the 
American Indian Study Center at the University of Arizona. 
(continued) 
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 Members of Yaqui communities in Arizona and Sonora take active part in the 
rituals and ceremonies, working together to defeat evil. 
 The deer dance is most prominent during the Easter season, allowing the Ya-
qui people to communicate with the flower world. Originally, though, it was one of the 
rituals performed on the night before a hunt to ensure success. For Yaquis, songs are 
bridges between the natural world and the enchanted worlds, a common language 
that unites people and animals. 
The deer dancer wears a shawl wrapped as a skirt with a belt traditionally made of 
deer hooves. He carries a gourd in each hand and ties rattles to his ankles. A real or 
imitation deer head is fastened to his head. Red ribbons wind around the horns to rep-

resent flowers. 
 Flowers have special importance in Yaqui ritual. Yaqui legend tells of a miracle during Christ's Crucifixion, when his 
blood dripped from the cross and was transformed into flowers. Considered spiritual blessings, flowers are considered weap-
ons against evil. 
[see much more at either of these sites:  http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/onlinebks/YaquiEaster/events.htm  (a fascinating 
description); http://www.brownielocks.com/yaquieaster.html ] 
 
Baswant    India, Pakistan  Hindu     This is a spring festival held in the northern areas of the subcontinent.  Everyone wears 
yellow, both the sacred color of India and symbolic of spring.  In the morning of the day, families make an offering of food 
and white flowers to Saraswati, the goddess of leaning, while observing a fast themselves.  At noon, the fast is broken and 
everyone goes outdoors for a picnic; during the afternoon boys and men fly colorful kites made of bamboo and tissue paper.  
They coat the first hundred feet or so of the kite string with glue and shards of broken glass and attempt to cut the strings of 
other kite.  These kite “battles” are exciting; each falling kite is chased by the boys in an attempt to “capture” it. 
 
Feast of Nganja    Angola    A harvest custom in Angola, the Feast of Nganja is primarily celebrated by children. On a day in 
April, when the harvest is ripe, they go out to their family fields and gather some fresh corn. In small groups they go to the 
woods, where they build campfires and roast their corn on the cob. But the real excitement of the feast lies in the game that 
is played while the corn is being cooked. Without warning, a child from one group may jump up and steal the corn from an-
other. The robbing and plundering is good-natured, although there are always a few children who end up with no corn at all. 
 A similar children's feast held in Angola during the harvest months of February, March, and April is known as the 
Feast of Okambondondo. This all-night celebration is held indoors, with the girls doing all the cooking and the meal itself be-
ing served in the kitchen just before dawn. 
 
Lich’un    China    Traditional    this festival is linked to the agricultural cycle and 
spring.  The major feature is a procession of musicians and dancers led by a 
papier-mâché  ox and ox-driver.  These are constructed and painted only after 
a careful examination of the almanac under official direction.  Five colors of 
paint are used: red, black, white, green, and yellow (which represent metal, 
wood, fire, water, and earth).  The use of these colors and the appearance of 
the ox and driver are highly symbolic.  For example, if the head of the ox is 
painted red, drought is predicted for the spring.  Yellow indicates hear; green, 
sickness; white, high winds; and black, much rain.  The appearance of the od-
driver is also significant.  If he is wearing a hat and shoes, there will be rain; if 
he is barefooted, drought.  Many clothes indicate cold weather; few clothes 
indicate heat.  A red belt warns of sickness while a white one predicts good health.  On this day people erect bamboo poles 
with feather attached in front homes.  As the spring breeze blows off the feathers, everyone celebrates the fact that spring 
has actually arrived. 
 
 

http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/onlinebks/YaquiEaster/events.htm
http://www.brownielocks.com/yaquieaster.html
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Mmaal     Aboriginal     Nisga’a      The season when the rivers open.  The winter ice is melting and canoes can now be launched, 
and travel, on the Nass River. 
 
 

H oly days with fixed date 
 

April 2 Last Day of Pesach    Jewish    [see March Newsletter] 
 
April 8    Buddha’s Birthday    Buddhist    In Japan it is always celebrated on April 8, but in other countries: . Just calculate the 
first full moon day of the sixth month of the Buddhist lunar calendar, which would be the 
fourth month of the Chinese calendar, except in years in which there's an extra full moon, 
and then Buddha's birthday falls in the seventh month. Well, except where it starts a week 
earlier. And in Tibet it's usually a month later.  
 Whatever the date, Buddha's Birthday is a time for hanging lanterns and enjoying 
communal meals. Joyous parades of musicians, dancers, floats, and dragons are common 
throughout Asia. 
In Japan, Buddha’s birthday -- Hana Matsuri, or “Flower Festival” -- is celebrated every year 
on April 8. Those who go to temples bring offerings of fresh spring flowers. 
 One ritual found throughout Asia and in most schools of Buddhism is that of washing 
the baby Buddha. 
According to Buddhist legend, when the Buddha was born he stood straight, took seven 
steps, and declared "I alone am the World-Honored One." And he pointed up with one hand 
and down with the other, to indicate he would unite heaven and earth. I am told the seven 
steps represent seven directions -- north, south, east, west, up, down, and here. Mahayana 
Buddhists interpret "I alone am the World-Honored One" in a way that "I" represents all sen-
tient beings throughout space and time -- everyone, in other words. 
 The ritual of "washing the baby Buddha" commemorates this moment. A small stand-
ing figure of the baby Buddha, with the right hand pointing up and the left hand pointing 
down, is placed on an elevated stand within a basin on an altar. People approach the altar reverently, fill a ladle with water or 
tea, and pour it over the figure to "wash" the baby. 
 
 
April 11    Ugadi    Hindu    according to the lunisolar Hindu calendar, the New Year falls in the month of March or April. This 
New Year, also known as Ugadi, is celebrated in the states of Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh and by other names in many other 
states of India. The significance of Ugadi stems from mythological times when Lord Brahma, the creator of the universe, began 
a series of wonderful creations, including that of the earth and all the life forms that live in it. The festival of Ugadi is celebrated 
to acknowledge that very day on which Lord Brahma started with the task. It is not only a New Year according to the Hindu cal-
endar, but also sets the new astronomical cycle into motion.                                                                                                             
 Leaving the past behind and starting afresh with positive expectation is one of the key aspects of Ugadi. The day also 
marks the beginning of spring season, which is considered to be the first of all seasons, with plants, shoots, and leaves coming 
to life and therefore, the day is believed to set things rolling for a fresh and successful new beginning. Devotees perform ritual-
istic pujas and seek blessings from God for health, wealth, prosperity, and success in businesses and work. This is the best time 
to take on new ventures or personal goals for betterment of oneself. The day is preceded by the pre-Ugadi preparations that 
begin a few days before the actual day. It includes thoroughly cleaning the entire household and shopping for new clothes and 
other items that go with the requirements of the festival. (continued) 
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The day starts with devotees waking up before dawn and taking oil baths ac-
cording to the ritual, after which they decorate their houses: the front with ex-
tensively prepared colorful rangolis and the doors and windows with strings of 
mango leaves that signify good crop and general well-being over the year. Ugadi 
Pachhadi, a unique dish of six different tastes, from sweet to bitter, is prepared 
on the day, which is also the first dish to be eaten by the devotees. Made up of 
neem buds, jaggery, green chili, salt, tamarind juice and unripe mango, the dish 
signifies different experiences in life that should be absorbed and to keep walk-
ing the good walk. It is also a day when mantras, chants and predictions for the 
coming year are made by the pundits. Apart from people visiting the temples 

and other gatherings to hear these predictions, live telecast of it from various religious places is aired. Family gatherings, 
feasts, and fanfare follow.  
 
April 11—20    Ramayana    Hindu    Ramayana Week begins nine days before Ramanavmi or Ram Navami, the birthday of 
Lord Rama. In North India, the Ramayan week coincides with the Chaitra Navratri. In South India, it is known as the Ramna-
vami festival and is also celebrated for nine days. In 2013, Ramayana week is from April 11 to April 19, 2013. 
 Fasting during this period is considered highly auspicious. Staunch Lord Ram devotees fast for nine days. There are 
also several devotees who only fast only on the Ramanavami day. Those people who undertake fast during this period usual-
ly remain on a fruit and milk diet for the entire period. 
Many devotees read the entire Ramayana during these nine days. During this period several temples and Hindu spiritual as-
sociations organize Akhand Path – non-stop recital – of the great epic Ramayana – the Shri Ramacharitamanas by Goswami 
Tulsidas. 
 Another important event during this period is the staging of Ram Lila – stage artists narrate the thrilling and exciting 
episodes from the epic Ramayana. 
  The Ramayana belongs to a class of literature known in Sanskrit 
as kavya (poetry), though in the West it is considered to belong to the category of 
literature familiar to readers of Homer, namely the epic. It is one of two epics, the 
other being the Mahabharata, which have had a decisive influence in shaping the 
nature of Indian civilization. The Ramayana existed in the oral tradition perhaps as 
far back as 1,500 BCE, but the fourth century BCE is generally accepted as the date of 
its composition in Sanskrit by Valmiki .  [Read more about the Ramayana at http://
www.sscnet.ucla.edu/southasia/Religions/texts/Ramaya.html  
 
April 13    Songkran   Thai   Buddhist/New Year    The most obvious celebration of Songkran is the throwing of water. Thais 

roam the streets with containers of water (sometimes mixed with mentholated talc), or 
post themselves at the side of roads with a garden hose and drench each other and pass-
ersby. This, however, was not always the main activity of this festival. Songkran was tradi-
tionally a time to visit and pay respects to elders, including family members, friends, 
neighbors, and monks. The songkran festival is counted as a new life. 
 Besides the throwing of water, people celebrating Songkran as a Buddhist festi-
val may also go to a wat (Buddhist monastery) to pray and give food to monks. They may 
also cleanse Buddha images from household shrines as well as Buddha images at monas-
teries by gently pouring water mixed with a Thai fragrance over them. It is believed that 

doing this will bring good luck and prosperity for the New Year. In many cities, such as Chiang Mai, the Buddha images from 
all of the city's important monasteries are paraded through the streets so that people can toss water at them, ritually 
'bathing' the images, as they pass by on ornately decorated floats. In northern Thailand, people may carry handfuls of sand 
to their neighborhood monastery in order to recompense the dirt that they have carried away on their feet during the rest 
of the year. The sand is then sculpted into stupa-shaped piles and decorated with colorful flags.  (continued)  
 
 

http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/southasia/Religions/texts/Ramaya.html
http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/southasia/Religions/texts/Ramaya.html
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Some people make New Year resolutions - to refrain from bad behavior, or to do good things. Songkran is a time for 
cleaning and renewal. Besides washing household Buddha images, many Thais also take this opportunity to give their 
home a thorough cleaning. 
 The throwing of water originated as a way to pay respect to people, by capturing the water after it had been 
poured over the Buddhas for cleansing and then using this "blessed" water to give good fortune to elders and family by 
gently pouring it on the shoulder. Among young people the holiday evolved to include dousing strangers with water to 
relieve the heat, since April is the hottest month in Thailand (temperatures can rise to over 100°F or 40°C on some days). 
This has further evolved into water fights and splashing water over people riding in vehicles.  The water is meant as a 
symbol of washing all of the bad away and is sometimes filled with fragrant herbs when celebrated in the traditional 
manner. 
 
April 13/14    Nava Varsha    Nepal    New Year    Hindu    The Nepalese follow the calendar system known as the Bikram 
Era or Bikram Sambat. The Nava Varsha marks the first day of the first month of the new year and is observed as an offi-
cial holiday in Nepal. 
 In the place called Bhaktapur which is fifteen kilometers from 
Kathmandu ( the capital city), the ‘Festival of Bisket' is celebrated in this 
day. During this festival a tall wooden post is erected in one of the main 
squares of the area to commemorate the great battle of Mahabharata 
and symbolize the victory. After two days, images of the god Bhairav and 
his female counterpart Bhadra are enshrined in two large chariots and 
pulled through crowds of cheering onlookers. As the chariot reaches the 
open square, there is a tug-of-war between the inhabitants of the upper 
and lower parts of the town. The winners of this event are supposed to 
enjoy good fortune in the coming year. The festival continues with sever-
al days of dancing and worship in the temples. On this occasion, the an-
cient town of Thimi in Kathmandu Valley, also holds special traditional festivals. 
 

April 14    Baisakhi, or Vaisakhi    Sikh    Baisakhi, also spelled Vaisakhi, is the festival which celebrates Sikh New Year and 
the founding of the Sikh community, known as the Khalsa, in 1699. It was originally a harvest festival in the Punjab be-
fore it became the Sikh's most important festival. 

 In 1699, Sikhs from all over the Punjab gathered together to celebrate the 
local harvest festival of Baisakhi.   

Guru Gobind Singh came out of a tent carrying a sword and requested that anyone 
prepared to give his life for his religion come forward.  A young Sikh came forward 
and disappeared into the tent with the Guru. Then the Guru reappeared alone with 
his sword covered in blood and asked for another volunteer.  This was repeated an-
other four times until a total of five Sikhs had gone into the tent with him.  Everyone 
present was very worried until eventually all five emerged from the tent alive, with 
Guru Gobind Singh, and wearing turbans.  The five became known as the Panj Piare, 

or 'Beloved Five'.  The men were then baptized into the Khalsa by the Guru. He said some prayers over the five and they 
were sprinkled with the amrit.  This is how the Amrit ceremony came into being and these five Sikhs became the first 
members of the Khalsa. 

 
April 14    Birthday of Guru Nanak    Sikh  (Nanakshahi calendar)  Guru Nanak was the founder of the Sikh religion.  Guru 
Nanak was born in 1469 in what is now Pakistan. At the age of 30 he mysteriously disappeared for 3 days. When he reap-
peared, he began to preach the Sikh faith and spent the rest of his life teaching, writing and travelling around the world 
to discuss religion with Muslims and Hindus. 
 Sikhs celebrate Guru Nanak's Birthday and the other Gurpurbs(festivals which celebrate the lives of the Gurus) 
by reading the Sikh holy book, the Guru Granth Sahib, continuously from beginning to end. This is done by a team of Sikh 
men and women, each reading for 2-3 hours over 48 hours, beginning two days before and ending early on the morning 
of the birthday.  (continue) 
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On the day before the birthday, processions are held in India.  These are led by five people representing the original Panj 
Piare (Five Beloved Ones) and followed by singers, musicians and even teams of people demonstrating martial arts. 
The Gurdwaras (places where Sikhs go to pray) are decorated with flowers, flags and lights. Sikhs join together to sing, 
pray and eat together. 
 On the morning of the anniversary celebrations begin early, at around 4 or 5am, with hymns sung from the Guru 
Granth Sahib, poems recited in praise of the Gurus and lectures on Sikhism. 
After this, a sweet-tasting food (Karah Prasad) is blessed and served. It is made from semolina or wheat flour, sugar and 
ghee (clarified butter).  The congregation then share a langar (meal) from the free kitchen.  Celebrations may also include 
fireworks.  Sikhs who are unable to visit the Gurdwara during the festival will hold a similar ceremony in their own homes. 
 
April 14  Hola Mohalla    Sikh   (Nanakshahi Calendar)    Guru Gobind Singh started this festival as a day 
for Sikhs to practice their military exercises and hold mock battles.  Today, Sikhs celebrate by watching 
and partaking in martial arts parades, led by the nishan sahibs of the Gurdwaras. These are followed by 
poetry readings and music. 
 
April 18    Birthday of Angad Dev    Sikh  (Nanakshahi calendar)  Guru Angad Dev, 1504-1552 
 Guru Angad Dev was the second of the ten Gurus who founded Sikhism.  He was born a Hindu with the name  
Bhai Lehna in Ferozepur, Punjab.  Before meeting Guru Nanak at the age of 27, Lehna used to worship the Hindu Goddess 
Durga.  After coming across a Sikh man reciting a prayer composed by Guru Nanak, he expressed a desire to meet him. 
It's believed that it took just one meeting for him to renounce his faith and begin to follow the practices of Guru Nanak. 
Guru Angad devoted 7 years proving himself under the guidance of Guru Nanak and after many tests he appointed him as 
his successor in 1539. 
 When Guru Nanak died, Guru Angad went into seclusion and meditated for six months.  He continued the work 
that Guru Nanak started and also made many notable contributions to Sikhism.  He popularized the use of a simplified 
alphabet by modifying the old Punjabi characters now known as the Gurmukhi script and wrote many verses that were 
included in the Guru Granth Sahib. 
 Guru Angad made sure that the institution of Langar, the communal meal served at the Gurdwara, became an 
obligation.  He also created many Sikh religious institutions and schools.  As a new faith, Sikhism was in danger of being 
overshadowed by the long-established religions. Guru Angad helped Sikhism to become a more accepted and respected 
faith.  Guru Angad nominated Amar Das as his successor (the third Guru) before his death in 1552. 
 
April 18    Birthday of Tagh Bahadur    Sikh  (Nanakshahi calendar)  Guru Tegh Bahadur, 1621-75 
 Born in Amritsar, Guru Tegh Bahadur was the ninth of the ten Gurus who founded Sikhism. He's honored and re-
membered as the man who championed the rights for all religious freedom.  He taught liberation from attachment, fear 
and dependence. Strength should be gained through truth, worship, sacrifice and knowledge. 
 During the reign of Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb, Islam was imposed on the people. Hindu temples were demol-
ished and turned into mosques, higher taxes were charged to non-Muslims and the Emperor persecuted those who would 
not conform to Islamic law. 
 Guru Tegh Bahadur spoke out amid this persecution. He refused to convert to Islam and in 1675, he was behead-
ed in Delhi. The site of his execution was later turned into an important Gurdwara.  He's also remembered for his poetry, 
much of which is included in the Guru Granth Sahib. He married Bibi Gujjari and they had one son: the tenth Guru, Guru 
Gobind Singh. He founded the city of Anandpur which later became a centre of Sikhism. 
 
April 19    Swaminarayan Jayanti    Hindu    Swaminarayan Jayanti celebrates the birthday of Lord Swaminarayan (1781-
1830), the founder of the Swaminarayan tradition.  Lord Swaminarayan was born in the village of Chhapaiya, Northern 
India, near Ayodhya, into a Brahmin family. He travelled extensively around India in his youth and eventually settled in an 
ashram in Gujarat. He was known as a social and moral reformer by the people of Gujarat, and by the British administra-
tion in that region. At the age of 21, he founded the Swaminarayan Sampradaya (or denomination) to promote his teach-
ings. He initiated 3,000 sadhus (monks) and is recognized and worshipped as God by his followers. 
(continued) 
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To continue his work of promoting personal morality and molding spiritual character, he promised to remain ever-present 
with his followers through an unbroken succession of enlightened gurus.  Devotees of Lord Swaminarayan celebrate his 
birthday by fasting and offering a large variety of food to sacred images of Swaminarayan in temples. The day passes in 
worship and reflection. In the evening, celebrations include scriptural discourses, devotional singing, and live enactments 
of episodes from the life of Swaminarayan. At precisely 10.10pm, believed to be the time of Swaminarayan's birth, 
the arti ritual is performed symbolizing the auspicious birth.  Festivities continue into the night and with the breaking of 
the fast the following morning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
April 21    First Day of Ridvan   Bahá'í     The Ridván Festival is celebrated from sunset 21 April to sunset 2 May. 
The festival marks Bahá'u'lláh's time in the garden of Ridván in 1863 and his announcement that he was the prophet 
promised by the Báb. Bahá'u'lláh ordained this festival 'Most Great Festival'.  The 1st, 9th and 12th days are especially   
holy days. They commemorate the arrival of Bahá'u'lláh at the Ridván Garden, the arrival of his family and his departure. 
These three holy days are marked by communal prayers and celebrations, and are days on which no work is done. 
Since Abdu'l-Bahá's time, Bahá'í elections have normally been held during Ridván. Local spiritual assemblies are elected 
on the first day of Ridván, while elections for national spiritual assemblies happen later in the festival. 
 Bahá'u'lláh's declaration that he was the prophet heralded by the Báb was not made public for over a year. 
Bahá'u'lláh made the announcement when he arrived in Ridván to Abdu'l-Bahá and four others, but told them to keep it a 
secret.  Bahá'u'lláh did not just announce that he was the prophet. He also said that there would be no other prophet for 
1000 years, that his followers could not fight to protect or promote the Bahá'í faith and that "all the names of God were 
fully manifest in all things".  The last statement is taken by Bahá'ís to mean that the world had been mystically trans-
formed and that there was now a new relationship between God and humanity. 
 The Ridván Garden in Baghdad was originally named Najibiyyih. Bahá'u'lláh renamed it Ridván, which means Para-

dise.  Bahá'u'lláh had been exiled to Baghdad from Tehran in Persia in 1853, but in 1863 
the authorities began to fear that he might be a focus for political unrest there. It was 
decided that Bahá'u'lláh would now be exiled to Istanbul. 
So that his family and followers could prepare for the journey, Bahá'u'lláh left his house 
on 22 April 1863 and moved to the Najibiyyih Garden, where he proclaimed the Festival 
of Ridván. The festival begins 2 hours before sunset on 22 April, as that was the time he 
arrived in the Garden. 
 

Aarti is said to have descended from the Vedic concept of fire rituals, or homa. In the tradi-
tional aarti ceremony, the flower represents the earth (solidity), the water and accompany-
ing handkerchief correspond with the water element (liquidity), the lamp or candle repre-
sents the fire component (heat), the peacock fan conveys the precious quality of air 
(movement), and the yak-tail fan represents 
the subtle form of ether (space). The incense 
represents a purified state of mind, and one’s 
"intelligence" is offered through the adher-
ence to rules of timing and order of offerings. 
Thus, one’s entire existence and all facets of 
material creation are symbolically offered to 
the Lord via the aarti ceremony. 
The word may also refer to the traditional 
Hindu devotional song that is sung during the 
ritual. Aarti is performed and sung to develop 
the highest love for God. "Aa" means "towards or to", and "rati" means "right or virtue" 
in Sanskrit. 
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April 23    St. George Day    Christian    The earliest documented mention of St George in England comes from the vener-
able Bede (c. 673–735). He is also mentioned in ninth-century liturgy used at Durham Cathedral The will of Alfred the 
Great is said to refer to the saint, in a reference to the church of Fordington, Dorset. At Fordington a stone over the 
south door records the miraculous appearance of St George to lead crusaders into battle. Early (c 10th century) dedica-
tions of churches to St George are noted in England, for example at Fordingham, Dorset, at Thetford, Southwark and 
Doncaster. In 1222 The Synod of Oxford declared St. George's Day a feast day in the kingdom of England. Edward III 
(1327–1377) put his Order of the Garter (founded c. 1348) under the banner of St. George. This order is still the fore-
most order of knighthood in England and St George's Chapel at Windsor Castle was built by Edward IV and Henry VII in 
honor of the order. The badge of the Order shows Saint George on horseback slaying the dragon. Froissart observed the 
English invoking St. George as a battle cry on several occasions during the Hundred Years' War (1337–1453). Certain 
English soldiers also displayed the pennon of St George. In his play Henry V, William Shakespeare famously invokes the 
Saint at Harfleur prior to the battle of Agincourt (1415): "Follow your spirit, and upon this charge Cry 'God for Harry, 
England, and Saint George!'" At Agincourt many believed they saw him fighting 
on the English side. 
 St George's Day was a major feast and national holiday in England on a 
par with Christmas from the early 15th century. The Cross of St George was 
flown in 1497 by John Cabot on his voyage to discover Newfoundland and later 
by Sir Francis Drake and Sir Walter Raleigh. In 1620 it was the flag that was 
flown by the Mayflower when the Pilgrim Fathers arrived in Plymouth, Massa-
chusetts. 
 The tradition of celebration St George's day had waned by the end of 
the 18th century after the union of England and Scotland. Nevertheless the link 
with St George continues today, for example Salisbury holds an annual St 
George’s Day pageant, the origins of which are believed to go back to the 13th 
century. In recent years the popularity of St George's Day appears to be in-
creasing gradually.  Today, St George's day may be celebrated with anything English from Morris dancing to a Punch and 
Judy show. Additional celebrations may involve the commemoration of the 23 April as Shakespeare's birthday/death. 
 A traditional custom on St George's day is to wear a red rose in one's lapel, though this is no longer widely prac-
ticed. Another custom is to fly or adorn the St George's Cross flag in some way: pubs in particular can be seen on 23 
April festooned with garlands of St George's crosses. It is customary for the hymn "Jerusalem" to be sung in cathedrals, 
churches and chapels on St George's Day, or on the Sunday closest to it. Traditional English foods and drink (e.g. after-
noon tea) may be consumed. 
 
April 25    Hanuman Jayanti    Hindu    Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated to commemorate the birth of Hanuman Ji, the 
monkey God. He is the symbol of strength and energy.  Hanuman is worshipped for his unyielding devotion to Rama and 

is remembered for his selfless dedication to the God. Hanuman is considered the living embodi-
ment of the Karma Yogi (one whose meditation and devotion are demonstrated through hard 
work or service). 
 Hanuman said "I am a humble messenger of Sri Rama. I have come here to serve Rama, 
to do His work. By the command of Lord Rama, I have come here. I am fearless by the Grace of 
Lord Rama. I am not afraid of death. I welcome it if it comes while serving Lord Rama." 
In return for his unconditional love, Lord Rama granted him everlasting life. He promised that he 
would be worshipped alongside Rama and that his idol would be placed next to his. 
 This is a very popular festival. It can be celebrated individually or in the temple. 
On this day, the sacred text, Hanuman Chalisa, is recited - a set of prayers glorifying Hanuman, 
describing his past times. Depending on the devotee, the text is either recited non-stop for 24 

hours or sometimes it's performed a set number of times. Special Pujas are performed and offerings are made to Lord 
Hanuman. Some people have different rituals, such as sacred fire ceremonies.  (continued) 
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In India particularly, colorful processions fill the streets. People dance, carry idols of Lord Hanuman and some people wear 
masks and tails to imitate the monkey God.  Every celebration is always accompanied by a period of fasting and then a big 
vegetarian feast. 
  

April 25    Mahavir Jayanti    Jain     Mahavira, also known as Vardhamana, is the last one in the galaxy of Twenty-four 
Teerthankaras (Jain Prophets). He was born in the year 599 B.C. and has been acclaimed 
as one of the greatest prophets of peace and social reformation that Bharat has ever 
produced. He was born to a pious couple, Siddhartha and Priyakarani or popularly 
Trishala Devi - who were deeply permeated with the philosophy of jainism preached by 
Parswanatha, the 23rd Teerthankara. Siddhartha was the king of Kaundinyapura on the 
outskirts of Vaishali (near Patna in Bihar). 
 Even as a boy, Mahavira came to be associated with many episodes of absolute 
fearlessness which earned him the name 'Mahavira'. He grew up as a prince, excelling in 
physical prowess as well as intellectual acumen. However, he renounced the pleasures 
and luxuries of the place, as also the power and prestige of kingship, and undertook a 
life of intense penance for more than twelve years. He calmly bore not only the rigors of 
nature but the torments from the ignorant and mischievous among his own countrymen 
also. He finally became self-illumined. But not content with his own personal salvation, 
he chose to become a great human redeemer. 
 He looked around and found the society corrupted by the distortions of the true 
concept of Dharma. Violence in the form of animal sacrifice had overshadowed the true 
spirit of yajna and yaga. Spiritual values had been supplanted by superstitions and life-
less rituals and dogmas. Propitiating various Gods and Goddesses was considered as a 
means of acquiring religious merit - Punya - to the exclusion of the true spiritual significance of these Vedic practices. Ma-
havira, with his penetrating insight born out of self-realization, struck mercilessly at these perversions. He simplified the 
religious procedures and concentrated on righteous conduct. 
 Mahavira's simple and convincing method of appealing to the highest and noblest impulses in the living breast 
soon won him a large following. He would, for example, pose the following question in order to bring home the grand 
message of non-injury to every living being: "Can you hold a red-hot iron rod in your hand merely because some one 
wants you to do so?" The listeners would instantly reply, "No, never". Then Mahavira would ask them, "Then, will it be 
right on your part to ask others to do the same thing just to satisfy your desire? If you cannot tolerate infliction of pain on 
your body or mind by others' words and actions, what right have you to do the same to others through your words and 
deeds?" Mahavira would then sum up his message: "Do unto others as you would like to be done by. Injury or violence 
done by your to any life in any form, animal or human, is as harmful as it would be if caused to your own self." 
 Mahavira's emphasis on this `Unity of Life' forms one of the highest saving principles of human life. The modern 
civilization, which seeks to exploit and destroy every other kind of living species in order to satiate the never ending crav-
ings of man, is landing the entire human species itself in a deadly peril. 
   As one deeply conversant with the needs, capacities and aptitudes of human being, Mahavira initiated a simple five-fold 
path for the householders: Ahimsa (Non-injury - physical or mental - to others), Asteya (non-stealing), Brahmacharya 
(temperance in sexual pleasures) and Aparigraha (non-acquisition of property). 
 Mahavira's injunctions for the monks and nuns were however very exacting. Abstinence from every kind of physi-
cal comfort and material possession and absolute dedication to the highest ethical and spiritual discipline were enforced. 
Even to this day, 2500 years after the passing away of that great master, this pure and upright tradition of the monks has 
been maintained. Thousands of white clad Sanyasins and Sanyasinis and also nude monks move on foot from village to 
village and town to town, throughout the length and breadth of the country, carrying Mahavira's gospel of peace, non-
injury and brotherhood among people. 
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April 25—28    Theravada New Year    Buddhist   In Theravada communities the New Year is celebrat-
ed in mid-April on the lunar calendar and lasts for two or three days. The laity ritually bathe the Bud-
dha-images and sprinkle water on the monks and the elders, showing respect and offering good 
wishes. The monks chant blessings on the laity, and together they share the merit of the occasion 
with the dead. The New Year appropriately begins at the end of the dry season and the beginning of 
new life in nature. The pouring of water is not only an honoring of the Buddha, the monks, the el-
ders, and the dead but also an offering for plentiful rain and prosperity in the days to come. In Thai-
land, Laos, and Cambodia, the laity build sand mounds (stupas) at the monastery or on the bank of 
the river. Each grain of sand represents a demerit, and placing the grains in the monastery or letting 
them be washed away by the river symbolizes a cleansing from bad deeds. Bringing sand to the mon-
astery also serves to renew the floor of the compound.  
 
April 28    Lag B’Omer    Jewish    You shall count for yourselves -- from the day after the Shabbat, from the day when 
you bring the Omer of the waving -- seven Shabbats, they shall be complete. Until the day after the seventh sabbath 
you shall count, fifty days... -Leviticus 23:15-16 
You shall count for yourselves seven weeks, from when the sickle is first put to the standing crop shall you begin 
counting seven weeks. Then you will observe the Festival of Shavu'ot for the L-RD, your G-d -Deuteronomy 16:9-10 
According to the Torah (Lev. 23:15), Jews are obligated to count the days from Passover to Shavu'ot. This period is known 
as the Counting of the Omer. An omer is a unit of measure. On the second day of Passover, in the days of the Temple, an 
omer of barley was cut down and brought to the Temple as an offering. This grain offering was referred to as the Omer. 
 Every night, from the second night of Passover to the night before Shavu'ot, Jews recite a blessing and state the 
count of the omer in both weeks and days. So on the 16th day, one would say "Today is sixteen days, which is two weeks 
and two days of the Omer."   The counting is intended as a reminder of the link between Passover, which commemorates 
the Exodus, and Shavu'ot, which commemorates the giving of the Torah. It reminds Jews that the redemption from slavery 
was not complete until the receipt of the Torah. 
 This period is a time of partial mourning, during which weddings, parties, and dinners with dancing are not con-
ducted, in memory of a plague during the lifetime of Rabbi Akiba. Haircuts during this time are also forbidden. The 33rd 
day of the Omer (the eighteenth of Iyar) is a minor holiday commemorating a break in the plague. The holiday is known as 
Lag b'Omer. The mourning practices of the omer period are lifted on that date. The word "Lag" is not really a word; it is 
the number 33 in Hebrew, as if you were to call the Fourth of July "Iv July" (IV being 4 in Roman numerals). 
 
April 30   Walpurgis Eve  Traditional  Sweden    On Sweden’s Valborg-Walpurgis Eve on April 30th Swedes are lighting 

bonfires to mark the end of winter and the beginning of spring. People gather by the light and 
heat of the fire to listen to choirs performing a number of traditional spring songs. 
“Valborgsmässoafton” is an ancient custom: It was done to scare off predators before the cattle 
and sheep were let out to graze but also to protect people against evil spirits believed to be 
gathering on this very night.  
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When it was dark, you always carried the sun in your hand for me. 
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